
Addendum No 5 to Musical Handbells 
  

A BELL BY WILLIAM ROSE 
 
 

In chapter four of Musical Handbells I discuss bells by W R, 
whom I tentatively associate with William Rose of Lambourn. 
Mr P Hooper recently discovered another bell by this founder 
that has some interesting characteristics, and I am very grateful 
to him for sending me details of these and allowing me to use 
some of the photographs he has taken. 
 
The bell, illustrated here, is 116mm in diameter and 84 mm in 
height to the shoulder.  The argent sits on the usual pad or 
button and there is a corresponding depression inside the crown. 
There are two short parallel marks on the crown which may be 

casting blemishes but could be interpreted as the number 11. 
 
Usually, W R bells have been tuned by filing in a diagonal manner all over the exterior. This 
bell differs by having discontinuous wavy marks approximately 12 to 16 mm long and about 
6 mm apart extending most of the way up the exterior. Mr Hooper comments that the marks 
are similar to those formed when an object is placed in a chemical at various depths. 
Unfortunately, the photograph does not illustrate these marks. 
 
The interior of the bell has the initials W R 
cast in letters 10 mm high about 20 mm from 
the lip. In addition, as may be seen from the 
photograph, the name COR is also visible! 
 
Readers of Musical Handbells will know that 
I established a link between William Rose and 
the Aldbourne Foundry through a bell in the Collings Collection which bears a dabchick as 
well as the initials W R. (See Musical Handbells, page 25, figure 54.) This latest discovery 
suggests another connection which I will discuss later. 

 
Several other details from this bell are interesting. 
The pin holding the replacement strap to the argent 
is not a rivet, hammered over in the usual fashion, 
but is a section of rod which passes through a half-
inch washer and then held by a very small split pin 
on each side. I remember seeing an example of this 

many years ago but failed to make detailed notes of it at the time.  
 
The clapper shaft is made of iron, and as may be seen, is very pitted 
and corroded. The brass ball and flight were probably cast onto the 
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shaft. The staple end of the clapper shaft has 
been enlarged and drilled to fit into the small 
iron crown staple. This wobbles in the crown of 
the bell, so it is probably pushed into the hole 
and held with a peg through the argent. This 
was standard procedure for all the other W R 
bells I have inspected. No springs appear to 
have been fitted, although it is difficult to be 
sure without removing the staple.  
 
One point in which this bell differs from other 
W R castings is that it does not appear to have been made with a cast-in iron crown staple. 
Most bells of this period had them cast in so they could be used for shop or house bells, even 
if they had to be broken off later so they could be drilled for handbell fittings. 
 
Although I presented evidence in Musical Handbells that suggested William Rose of 
Lambourn was the founder of bells with these initials, there is still no conclusive proof. This 
handbell only indicates that the founder obtained a COR handbell and used it as a pattern to 
cast this bell, moving it gently in the sand mould to make the new bell slightly thicker before 
adding his own initials. However, he used a rare handbell for his pattern. In thirty years of 
searching I have only seen one bell with just the surname COR, and argue in Musical 
Handbells that they were amongst the very first musical handbells made. 
 
I thank Mr P Hooper for bringing this bell to my attention and allowing me to use his 
photographs in this paper.  
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